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well known that the set of graphs in Class 1 is NP-omplete [11℄. In [7, 8℄ we onsideredlasses of graphs that are de�ned by speial vertex perfet elimination orders. Our methodidenti�ed sublasses of hordal graphs for whih a simple onstrutive proof of Vizing'stheorem is presented: doubly hordal graphs, strongly hordal graphs, interval graphs andindi�erene graphs.The total-olour onjeture has been established for several lasses of graphs and areent survey book has been devoted to the subjet [16℄. The total-olour onjeture wasproved reently for a sublass of hordal graphs: the lass of split graphs [5℄. Graphs whosetotal-hromati number equals the maximum degree plus one are said to be Type 1; graphswhose total hromati number equals the maximum degree plus two are said to be Type 2.In this paper, we onsider olourings of dually hordal graphs. We extend in two ways theresults of [7℄ where we onsidered edge-olouring doubly hordal graphs: we now onsiderboth total-olourings and edge-olourings and we now onsider a larger lass of graphs.Dually hordal graphs have attrated muh attention lately as the lass of lique graphs ofhordal graphs and as a natural generalization of strongly hordal graphs [4, 2, 3, 14℄. Weprove that the total-olour onjeture holds for dually hordal graphs. We desribe a newheuristi that yields an exat total-olouring algorithm for even maximum degree duallyhordal graphs and an exat edge-olouring algorithm for odd maximum degree duallyhordal graphs. In Setion 2 we de�ne the lasses of graphs onsidered in this paper. InSetion 3 we de�ne pull bak and we use this graph homomorphism to obtain a suÆientloal ondition for a lass of graphs to satisfy Vizing's total-olour onjeture. In Setion 4we apply our pull bak method to the lass of dually hordal graphs. Our onlusions inSetion 5 onsider two possible natural extensions of our results to hordal graphs and toneighbourhood-Helly graphs.2 De�nitions and NotationsGeneral termsIn this paper, G denotes a simple, undireted, �nite, onneted graph. V (G) and E(G)are the vertex and edge sets of G. A lique is a set of verties pairwise adjaent in G. Amaximal lique of G is a lique not properly ontained in any other lique. A subgraph of Gis a graph H with V (H) � V (G) and E(H) � E(G). For X � V (G), we denote by G[X℄the subgraph indued by X, that is, V (G[X℄) = X and E(G[X℄) onsists of those edges ofE(G) having both ends in X.For eah vertex v of a graph G, Adj(v) denotes the set of verties whih are adjaentto v. The degree of a vertex v is deg(v) = jAdj(v)j. The maximum degree of a graph Gis then �(G) = maxv2V (G) deg(v). A vertex u is universal if deg(u) = jV (G)j � 1. N(v)denotes the neighbourhood of v, that is, N(v) = Adj(v)[fvg. A subgraph whih is induedby the neighbourhood of a vertex is simply alled a neighbourhood. We denote by N2(v)2



the family of sets fN(u) : u 2 N(v)g. The distane between two verties u and v is theminimum length (i.e., number of edges) of a path between u and v. Given a graph G wedenote by G2 the graph having V (G2) = V (G) and satisfying xy 2 E(G2) if and only if xand y are distint and their distane in G is at most 2. A vertex v is simple if N2(v) islinearly ordered by set inlusion. A vertex u 2 N(v) is a maximum neighbour of v if andonly if for all w 2 N(v), N(w) � N(u) holds. A maximum neighbourhood elimination orderof a graph G is a linear order on its vertex set v1; v2; : : : ; vn suh that for eah i, 1 � i � n,there is a maximum neighbour ui of vi in G[v1; v2; : : : ; vi℄.A vertex v is simpliial if N(v) is omplete. A perfet elimination order of a graph G isa linear order on its vertex set v1; v2; : : : ; vn suh that for eah i, 1 � i � n, vi is simpliialin G[v1; v2; : : : ; vi℄. A graph is hordal if it admits a perfet elimination order.A simple perfet elimination order of a graph G is a linear order on its vertex setv1; v2; : : : ; vn suh that for eah i, 1 � i � n, vi is simple in G[v1; v2; : : : ; vi℄. A vertexis doubly simpliial if it is simpliial and has a maximum neighbour. A doubly perfetelimination order of a graph G is a linear order on its vertex set v1; v2; : : : ; vn suh that foreah i, 1 � i � n, vi is doubly simpliial in G[v1; v2; : : : ; vi℄. A graph is strongly hordal if itadmits a simple perfet elimination order. A graph is doubly hordal if it admits a doublyperfet elimination order [13℄. We note that, by de�nition, every strongly hordal graph isdoubly hordal.A graph is dually hordal if it admits a maximum neighbourhood elimination order. Thereason for this name is the following haraterization of graphs with maximum neighbour-hood order: a graph G has a maximum neighbourhood order if and only if its lique hyper-graph C(G) forms a hypertree [4, 14, 10℄. This means duality to hordal graphs. Reognitionof dually hordal graphs an be done in O(n2m) time [14℄ and in O(m) time [2℄. Maximumneighbourhood orders are algorithmially useful, espeially for domination-like problemsand distane problems on dually hordal graphs [3℄. For a dually hordal graph a maximumneighbourhood order an be omputed in linear time [2℄. Note that unlike the hordalgraphs, dually hordal graphs are not perfet: every graph ontaining a universal vertex isdually hordal. A graph is doubly hordal if and only if it is hordal and dually hordal. Agraph is strongly hordal if and only if all indued subgraphs are dually hordal [1℄.For us, Kn denotes the omplete graph on n � 1 verties.ColouringAn assignment of olours to the verties of G is a funtion �:V (G) ! S. The elementsof the set S are alled olours. A onit in an assignment of olours is the existene oftwo adjaent verties with the same olour. A vertex-olouring of a graph is an assignmentof olours suh that there are no onits. The hromati number of a graph G is theminimum number of olours used among all vertex-olourings of G and is denoted by �(G).An assignment of olours to the edges of G is a funtion �:E(G) ! S. Again, the3



elements of the set S are alled olours. A onit in an assignment of olours is theexistene of two edges with the same olour inident to a ommon vertex. A vertex u issaid to be satis�ed when �(uv) = �(uw) implies v = w, for all neighbours v, w of u. Anedge-olouring of a graph is an assignment of olours suh that every vertex is satis�ed or,equivalently, suh that there are no onits. The hromati index of a graph G is theminimum number of olours used among all edge-olourings of G and is denoted by �0(G).An assignment of olours to the verties and edges ofG is a funtion � :V (G)[E(G) ! S.The elements of the set S are alled olours. A onit in an assignment of olours is theexistene of two adjaent verties or edges with the same olour. A total-olouring of agraph is an assignment of olours to verties and edges of the graph suh that there are noonits. The total-hromati number of a graph G is the minimum number of olours usedamong all total-olourings of G and is denoted by �00(G).The greedy method for vertex-olouring onsiders the vertex set of a graph aording toa linear order and assign to the urrent vertex the smallest available olour that does notreate onits. A perfet order is a linear order on the vertex set of a graph suh that thegreedy method vertex-olours optimally all its indued subgraphs [6℄. Every hordal graphadmits a perfet order as every perfet elimination order is a perfet order.In this paper, we use a maximum neighbourhood order of a dually hordal graph G toshow that G2 admits a perfet order. A �(G) + 1 vertex-olouring of G2 is used in turn togive a simple onstrutive proof of Vizing's total-olour onjeture and of Vizing's theoremfor the lass of dually hordal graphs.3 Pull bak of omplete graphsGiven two graphs G and G0, a pull bak is a funtion f :V (G)! V (G0), suh that� f is a homomorphism, i.e., if xy 2 E(G), then f(x)f(y) 2 E(G0);� f is injetive when restrited to N(x), for all x 2 V (G).Lemma 1 If f :V (G) ! V (G0) is a pull bak and � 0 is a total-olouring of G0, then theolour assignment � de�ned by �(x) = � 0(f(x))�(xy) = � 0(f(x)f(y))is a total-olouring of G.Proof: Eah vertex and eah edge of G has a olour de�ned by � . This is beause f :V (G)!V (G0) is a homomorphism.Moreover, the olour assignment � has no onits. In fat, suppose we have two distintedges xy and xz. Assume for a moment that �(xy) = �(xz). Hene, � 0(f(x)f(y)) =4



� 0(f(x)f(z)). Sine f is injetive on N(x) and y 6= z 2 N(x), we have f(y) 6= f(z) 2N(f(x)). Thus, � 0 is not a total-olouring of G0, a ontradition. Now suppose we havetwo distint adjaent verties x and y. Beause f :V (G) ! V (G0) is a homomorphism, wehave that f(x) and f(y) are two distint adjaent verties of G0. Assume for a momentthat �(x) = �(y). Hene, � 0(f(x)) = � 0(f(y)). Thus, � 0 is not a total-olouring of G0, aontradition. Now suppose we have a vertex x and an edge xy. Beause f :V (G)! V (G0)is a homomorphism, we have that f(x)f(y) is an edge of G0. Assume for a moment that�(x) = �(xy). Hene, � 0(f(x)) = � 0(f(x)f(y)). Thus, � 0 is not a total-olouring of G0, aontradition.Corollary 1 If f :V (G) ! V (G0) is a pull bak and �0 is an edge-olouring of G0, then theolour assignment � de�ned by �(xy) = �0(f(x)f(y))is an edge-olouring of G.Proof: Analogous to proof of Lemma 1.A total-olouring � for G is said to be a pull bak from a total-olouring � 0 for G0, if �is de�ned from � 0 as in Lemma 1. Analogously we de�ne an edge-olouring � for G to be apull bak from an edge-olouring �0 for G0.For the onveniene of the reader, we reall next a result proved in [7℄: if G2 admits avertex-olouring with l olours, then there is a pull bak f :V (G) ! V (Kl). We note that,by de�nition, any vertex-olouring of G2 needs l � �(G) + 1 olours. Hene, this resultatually says that, if we have a vertex-olouring of G2 with �(G) + 1 olours, then thereis a natural way of proving that we an total-olour G with �(G) + 2 olours and that wean edge-olour G with �(G) + 1 olours.Theorem 1 [7℄ There is a pull bak f :V (G)! V (Kl) if and only if �(G2) � l.Proof: For the \if" part, let �:V (G2)! S be a vertex-olouring of G2 with jSj = l.Consider a bijetion g:S ! V (Kl). We shall show that the omposition f = g Æ � is apull bak f :V (G)! V (Kl) (remember that V (G) = V (G2)).It is lear that the �rst ondition of a pull bak funtion is satis�ed by f . Now, notiethat � is also a vertex-olouring of G with l olours, and that all verties whih have distanein G at most two, have distint olours. Hene, f is injetive when restrited to N(v), forall v 2 V (G).For the \only if" part, let f :V (G) ! V (Kl) be a pull bak. This an be viewed as aolour assignment with S = V (Kl). We are using jSj � l olours.5



If uv 2 E(G), then f(u)f(v) 2 E(Kl), that is, f(u) 6= f(v). If u and v are at distane2 in G then there is w 2 V (G) with u; v 2 N(w). Sine f is injetive in N(w), f(u) isagain distint from f(v). Hene, there are no onits and f is a vertex-olouring of G2. Itfollows that �(G2) � l.The total-hromati numbers of omplete graphs are well-known [9℄: Kl is Type 2, ifl > 0 is even and Type 1, if l is odd. In partiular, we get suÆient onditions for a graph Gto be Type 1: G has even maximum degree and G2 admits a vertex-olouring with �(G)+1olours.Corollary 2 Suppose �(G2) � l. Then� �00(G) � l, if l is odd;� �00(G) � l + 1, if l is even and l > 0.Proof: It follows immediately from Lemma 1, Theorem 1, and the above remarks.Another useful feature of Corollary 2 is that it gives a suÆient ondition for a lassof graphs to satisfy Vizing's total-olour onjeture: the square of eah of its graphs havehromati number � + 1.4 Dually hordal graphsIn this setion we shall prove that Vizing's total-olour onjeture holds for the lass ofdually hordal graphs. We denote byGi = G[v1; : : : ; vi℄ the subgraph indued by fv1; : : : ; vigand by Ni(v) the neighbourhood of v in Gi.Lemma 2 If G is dually hordal, then �(G2) = �(G) + 1.Proof: Let v1; : : : ; vn be a maximum neighbourhood elimination order of G.For eah i, 1 � i � n, let ui be a maximum neighbour of vi in Gi. By de�nition, for allw 2 Ni(vi), Ni(w) � Ni(ui). In other words, Ni(w) 2 N2i (vi) implies that Ni(w) � Ni(ui).Hene, there are at most �(G) + 1 verties in the family of sets N2i (vi), for eah i.Thus, given a maximum neighbourhood order of G, the greedy method uses at most�(G) + 1 olours to olour the verties of G2.It follows from Theorem 1 and Lemma 2 that we an pull bak total-olourings andedge-olourings from omplete graphs to olour dually hordal graphs.Corollary 3 All dually hordal graphs an be total-oloured with �(G) + 2 olours. Alldually hordal graphs with even maximum degree are Type 1. All dually hordal graphs withodd maximum degree are Class 1. 6
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JJJJJJHHHH����Figure 1: A hordal graph with �(G2) > �(G) + 1.We remark that the results of Corollary 3 hold for sublasses of dually hordal graphssuh as doubly hordal graphs, strongly hordal graphs and interval graphs.5 ConlusionsWe onsider the extension of our results to two lasses graphs: neighbourhood-Helly graphsand hordal graphs.A graph is neighbourhood-Helly when the set fN(v) : v 2 V g satis�es the Helly property.A haraterization of dually hordal graphs says that G is dually hordal if and only if forall k � 0; G2k is hordal and fNk[v℄ : v 2 V g has the Helly property [1℄.Consider the lass of graphs G that satisfy the following two properties:1. the ardinality of a maximum lique of G2 equals the hromati number of G2;2. for every maximum lique C of G2 there exists a vertex v of G suh that NG(v) = C.These two properties are enough to imply that �(G2) = � + 1. Note that property 1is sati�ed by graphs G having G2 perfet. Property 2 is satis�ed by neighbourhood-Hellygraphs G.Consider now the lass of hordal graphs. For onsider the hordal graph G depited inFigure 1. This graph has diameter equals to 2, i.e., every pair of verties is at distane atmost 2, or more preisely G2 = K7. In this ase, we need 7 olours for any vertex-olouringof G2. On the other hand, G has no universal vertex, �(G) = 5. Therefore, Lemma 2 doesnot generalize to hordal graphs.On the other hand, we were unable to �nd any evidene that Corollary 3 does not hold forhordal graphs (note that graph in Figure 1 has hromati index equals 5). We onjeturethat all hordal graphs with odd maximum degree are in fat Class 1. A more general7
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